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the baptizer
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in days
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and
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<in them>
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the kingdom
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is
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[for] near
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repent

 rm0wrm0wrm0wrm0w
and said
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in the desert
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would
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the prophet
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through
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it was spoken
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for
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it is him
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of heaven
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and make straight
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of the LORD
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the way
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prepare
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in the desert
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to him
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was
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then
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wild
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locusts
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and [they] be baptized
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the Yordanan
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that surround
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lands
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and all
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and all
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in their sins
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they would confess
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when
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in the Yordanan
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by him
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the Sadducees
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the many
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[he] saw
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when
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who
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of vipers

                0dly0dly0dly0dly
generation
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to them
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he said
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to be baptized
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that came
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therefore
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do
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that will come
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the wrath
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has informed you
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you [should] suppose
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and not
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of repentance
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that are worthy
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the fruits
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Awraham
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we
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have
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that [as our] father
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to you
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I
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say
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sons
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to raise
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will be cut
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bring forth
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not
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good
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     LykhLykhLykhLykh
therefore
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trees
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all
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of the trees
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with water
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you

    0n00n00n00n0
I

    dm9mdm9mdm9mdm9m
baptize
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<I>
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in the fire
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and thrown
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<he>
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than me

        whwhwhwh
<he>
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is stronger
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will come
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that after me
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but
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he
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will baptize
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to remove
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am worthy
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<that> not
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he
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and by fire
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by the Spirit
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will gather
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is in his hand
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does extinguish

            fdfdfdfd
that not
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in the fire
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he will burn
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and the chaff
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to
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Galeela
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from
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him
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was
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refusing
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but
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<he>
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by him

  dm9nddm9nddm9nddm9nd
to be baptized
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come

  Ytwl  Ytwl  Ytwl  Ytwl 
to me

      tn0wtn0wtn0wtn0w
and you

  dm9t0dm9t0dm9t0dm9t0
to be baptized
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by you

  0n00n00n00n0 
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ought
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and said
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as such
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allow [it]
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to him
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and said
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answered
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Yeshua
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then
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<he>
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he allowed it

  Nydyhw  Nydyhw  Nydyhw  Nydyhw
and then
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righteousness

  hlkhlkhlkhlk
all
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to fulfill

        NlNlNlNl
for us

  00y00y00y00y
it is proper

  ryg ryg ryg ryg 
for
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the water

        NmNmNmNm
from

     QlsQlsQlsQls
he arose
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at once
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Yeshua
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and
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was baptized
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when
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which was descending

  0hl0d0hl0d0hl0d0hl0d
of God

  0xwr0xwr0xwr0xwr
the Spirit

  0zxw0zxw0zxw0zxw
and [he] saw

 0ym40ym40ym40ym4
heaven

  hlhlhlhl
to him

        Xtpt0wXtpt0wXtpt0wXtpt0w
and was opened
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heaven
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from
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and behold
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upon him
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and it came
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a dove
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I am pleased
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in whom
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beloved
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my Son
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this is

        rm0drm0drm0drm0d
that said


